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At age 50, Maria Leonard Olsen drank her way out of her 25-calendar year relationship. She had,
against guidance, put all her eggs in the motherhood basket, willfully derailing her successful law
career. As teens, her precious children didn't need her in the hands-on method they previously
got. Each taught her something about herself and about how she wished to lead the next years
of her lifestyle to come. This function follows the task she did to accomplish those 50 new factors
and shows readers steps to make their very own action lists - whether it be joining a knitting club
or hiking the Himalayas, every item provides significance for each specific and speaks to her
needs and desires.When she turned 50, she had the distinct feeling that she was in the
downward slope of her existence. Actuarially speaking, she was. She set out to do 50 new things
which were significant, at least to her. So when she turned 50, her present to herself was to be
on a crusade to make the most of whatever period she had remaining. The list spanned physical
issues, adventure travel, and changes in lifestyle. Her husband and she had grown aside
because, among other activities, they failed to nurture that important romantic relationship. She
was depressed and stuck. The list may be the match to spark the fire that will light the years after
50.s adventures and the rewards of each. Visitors will hear about Maria&apos; Accomplishing
new factors, learning new abilities, deepening personal and spiritual romantic relationships, and
seeking out challenges will add the spice to a existence that may feel repetitive, insignificant,
inauthentic, or simply plain boring.
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An entertaining, inspirational guide to a more fulfilling life An entertaining read and great source
for those thinking about hitting the reset key at mid-life, and taking advantage of their remaining
years. Olsen’s chapter on lessons and tools for creating your very own “List of 50” offers lots of
useful information and a roadmap to make every day count at any age group. I was intrigued by
her “List of 50” new things to try after 50. Although some endeavors on the list remaining me
scratching my head (flotation therapy -- ? I loved her dedication to herself after so very much
giving to others and ensuring the globe around her was constantly taken care of. She actually is
as honest about her relative privilege as she is about her personal struggles and traumas, and
provides many examples of how exactly to expand your existence despite having limited time,
money, etc. Olsen, a recovering alcoholic, writes with interest and humor about acquiring
meaning in life after her kids have gone the nest and her almost 25 year-marriage collapsed. This
is a must-read that'll be beneficial to readers everywhere. Maria Leonard Olsen's reserve packs
plenty of punch in .. It really is right now on my husband's nightstand. I am so blessed to learn
her, and like her all the more for her courage to share her compelling story with the world. That
is an enjoyable publication to learn and made me think about the good parts of my life and the
Great things before me.), I was motivated by numerous others, including volunteering at a
remote control Nepalese school and obtaining a motorcycle permit..I've known Maria for more
than 35 years, and also have personally witnessed her impressive transformation. It's hard not to
start making your own list well before you finish this book! The set of 50 was inspiring and it had
been all I could do to complete the reserve without scurrying aside to make my own list. Her
natural and honest account of her triumphs over addiction, depressive disorder, and living a
lifestyle that wasn't authentic or satisfying is indeed inspiring. Not merely does she share the
darkest & most painful parts of her experience, but she delivers a complete account of her
journey to sobriety, authenticity, and living a lifestyle second to non-e. Maria is quite authentic
and open about her personal trip. Her set of 50 significant things to do after 50—that she actually
did (!This book is for anyone approaching that point in life if they start asking what is my life
about? what's my soul's purpose? am I happy and surviving in a authentic way? or now that I'm
maturing, how do you want the next or simply last chapter of my life to be defined? It's also
especially inspiring for anyone in recovery, anyone struggling to pull their life collectively, or
anyone who enjoys someone fighting addiction. Instead of limit the book to a memoir of her
own encounters, she generously shares countless types of how to take steps toward improving
your life through new experiences. Maria Leonard Olsen's book packs lots of punch in one
quantity: it's a memoir, a guidebook, and a rich source for anyone attempting to carry out more
in existence. I can't wait to see what another 50 bring, and am anxious to take her up on a lot of
her provocative suggestions about my own journey. We tossed it into my bag thinking it could be
a straightforward read at the beach My copy of 50 after 50 arrived simply in time for my July 4th
trip. I tossed it into my handbag thinking it might be an easy read at the seaside.. then that. A
geniune, honest, compelling guide to developing a life that's second to none Maria's journey is
nothing at all short of amazing. This is great guidebook for transformation and new beginnings -
at any age. This is going into everyone's holiday stocking this year! Wow! This book should be
required reading for all ages. Maria shares her inspiring tale of transformation with incredible
honesty, humor and grace. I am purchasing this publication for 50 something close friends as
well as for my teenage child. It inspired me and shifted me to build up a more organized idea of
how I envision the rest of my entire life unfolding. Great inspirational honest book for men and
woman. Inspirational, motivating and “True”. Her positive outlook on redemption &... Quickly, it's
become my blueprint, my roadmap to leading a more fulfilling, adventurous (without extreme



risk acquiring) and mindful existence. I adored Maria Leonard Olsen’s honesty and warm
composing design. The author shares many of challenges that she has experienced, and I could
certainly relate with some - but she is honest and actual that life is “so great” so when you get
knocked down you need to choose yourself up. It requires enormous courage to place yourself
out there in the general public sphere, particularly when you take the risk of exposing a lifestyle
that has been challenging in therefore many ways. Highly recommended. Honest, encouraging
and read for the 60 after 60. In starting the book, I questioned the relativity to me. Many thanks
Maria Leonard Olsen! But, in continuing, it had been only a short time before I was captivated.
Yes, I wanted to do this.. Olsen also offers urgency in her tone of voice -- for those folks near, at,
or history 50, time is truly precious. I was impressed by the courage and authenticity in Maria's
telling of her story.. It was so much more.. Great read! after that, I was wishing I had a
highlighter to ensure I didn't miss something. This read enables you to question your priorities in
existence, then embrace and smile at the achievements you possess accomplished.. Inspiring
and Uplifting What a fabulous book - so inspiring and uplifting! As someone on the cusp of 50
this book is a genuine gift! While my story differs from the author I identify with a lot of it and
experience inspired to help make the second half of my life even better than the first! This book
shows you that it's never too late to live your very best life! This book could inspire you Maria
Leonard Olsen’s descriptions of her intercultural upbringing, struggles with alcoholism, and road
to recovery are compelling. They make her accomplishments all the more amazing. From
volunteering in Nepal to learning how exactly to ride a motorcycle to locating numerous ways to
exist with an attitude of gratitude, she creates a "how exactly to" practical guidebook to changing
your daily life.)—covers a variety, from fun to educational to deeply generous to might-seem-
woohoo-yet-turns-out-to-be-profoundly-affecting-and-totally-worth-it (among the retreats she
had taken). An inspiring examine with various worthy suggestions for the reader who wants to
start a new chapter in their life. Maria can be an inspiration to all I browse 50 after 50 this Fall
and thoroughly enjoyed the book. And, as though finding spirituality, a higher power, and a
existence clear of addiction wasn't plenty of, she after that embarks on 50 adventures of self. She
shares her struggles and triumphs on the way to where she actually is today.? Many of us can
relate to that behavior and to listen to how she came back and remade herself is truly an
motivation. I enjoyed the tales she shared of her travels and her commitment to doing her 50
after 50. What a smart way to heal and reconnect to herself while sharing with others. When I
discovered that Maria was performing a book-reading in Denver, CO where I live, I reserved a
few spots and went to meet her in person. She is down to earth and so approachable. She did
share with us her aspirations for another book she is authoring reuniting with lost family. I am
getting excited about getting that certain too. I recommend this book for anyone looking for a
good read. Specifically for the holidays! Makes turning 50 something to anticipate.! Loved the
honesty, positivity and suggestions! I don't even consider it a personal help book, even more a
memoir written with a dramatic, gripping flare. I'm writing my very own 50 after 50 list and am
looking forward to reaching those goals! Sincere and inspirational!. A good jumpstart that got me
thinking about my own after-50 goals and preparing some personal adventures! What an
inspirational, honest life story and example! In fact, I desire I had examine it before I turned 50.
Her courage to face crossroads is usually admirable and inspiring. Recommend! Something
special that keeps on giving 50 After 50 tops my list for 2018. I cherished Maria's honesty and
concepts. Everyone can take advantage of the wisdom within these pages. Maria's publication is
for women and men. You don't have to be 50 to read it. A moving, honest account--unbelievable
courage to handle crossroads and life changes This book is a moving account of the author's



challenges, written with candor and piercing honesty.This book is a terrific read for anyone
looking for an inspiration to help make the very most of life. There was no alcoholism or
dependency in my own life or my instant family. life is refreshing. Certainly read 50 After 50 50
After 50 is a wonderful book. The reserve is part biography, component self-help and a real
energizer.. You're a gift that keeps on offering to all of us! Recommend it for all ages!
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